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NELLIE IS A LADY
Yes, really and truly a Lady. (T he capitalization is N ellie’s; she always 
spelled it that way.) She had spent most of her life proving the fact, both to 
herself and to all who surrounded her, or even appeared on the horizon. N ell 
had muscles like a dray horse and an appetite like a swarm of seven year 
locusts; she considered these items as altogether unsuitable to a Lady and did 
her best to conceal them. Hiding the appetite was easy; she merely devoured 
a double meal with quadruple helpings before attending any social event, thus 
taking the edge o ff the appetite, and enabling her to restrain herself when 
the refreshments were served.
The husky carcass really worried her; she had never quite lived down the 
day in high school when the gym teacher first introduced square dancing. 
Carried away by rhythm and sudden enthusiasm, she had swung the school’s 
football hero right o ff his feet and displaced seven of his vertebrae. Now that 
she had joined a square dance club (all the other Ladies in town belonged), 
she was in a constant dither lest in some off-guard moment she should betray 
her rugged capabilities.
O f course the club costume (86  yards of crinoline) that the ladies wore 
was some help in curbing her hidden physical prowess, but here again she 
feared that the Dewy Glow induced by all this clothing might be mistaken for 
perspiration, and obviously, a Lady never perspires.
So to be on the safe side, our N ell concentrated on the technique she 
deemed suitable to being known as The Lass W ith the Delicate Air. She put 
stiffeners with points in her costume; thus no one could get near enough to 
swing her. She gave the most delicate of finger-tips to all who had occasion 
to reach for her hand in the dance. She eschewed all double spins, fancy turn­
backs and any flourish that might cause her to be suspected of harboring 
surplus energy.
Naturally a real Lady expects the most punctilious consideration from 
those with whom she dances. N ell’s club had an official sniffer at the door to 
turn away all who had eaten of the forbidden fruit (onions), whiffed a cocktail 
before dinner, or who arrived munching on a slab of Limburger cheese. But 
N ell extended her personal ban to all who had recently partaken of meat, fish, 
vegetables or dairy products without afterwards washing out their oral orifice 
with No-boy soap and devouring a package of femi-mints.
Yes, Nellie is a Lady. She looks every inch the part, sitting there in the 
corner. You know, some day I ’m going to get up my courage to penetrate the 
Aura of Delicacy that surrounds her and ask her to dance.
P. S. W ith the passing of time a Lady becomes, not an Old Lady, but an 
Old Maid.
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A VOICE IN THE STICKS
By 6. Manullle Badger, N.Y.
I have been reading well-written 
articles, pro and con, on "Square 
Dancing Being Fun," "Vanishing 6/8 
Rhythm," Exhibition Sets" and a large 
variation of other subjects, which to 
me from the vantage point of "a small 
voice calling in the wilderness" seems 
trivial. These problems do not exist 
in this area.
First of all, let me say that club 
square dancing is not very old here 
but only about four or five years in 
existence. W e have here in Massena, 
which is a little town on the Canadian 
border in New York State, where the 
railroad ends and the nights are long 
and cold (as much as 40° below zero), 
three square dancing clubs, which are 
as follows: Belles and Beaux, The 
Squareanaders and the Do-Si-Do Club.
I will take the Do-Si-Do Club as an 
example and give you a brief descrip­
tion of their activities. In this Club 
we have the most compatible, friendly, 
gracious group of people that I have 
ever seen and I have seen a consider­
able number around the country. The 
Club is restricted as to membership 
only because of the lack of floor space. 
W e have approximately 50 couples 
who never segregate into groups or 
cliques, who will try any dance called 
and will dance half of the night. 
Circle dances, couple dances, line 
dances, etc., are danced every evening 
but they run basically to square 
dances.
A typical program will contain at 
least 15 changes, which will vary from 
"Ends Turn In" to "Yellow  Rose of 
Texas" to "D on ’t Blame It All On 
M e." The Club has only been dancing 
2\ years and I don’t believe that any 
of the members had square danced 
over once or twice in their lives. The
Club has a cross section of the town 
in it— engineers, mechanics, electri­
cians, doctors, lawyers, nurses, gas 
station attendants, janitors, etc. The 
Club never had any bickering, has no 
Constitution or By-Laws and elects a 
President, Vice-President, and Secre- 
tary-Treasurer only because the dues, 
which are collected annually, must be 
taken care of. The dues cover 16 
dances a year, all of your guests, soft 
drinks and lunch following the dances. 
This is all given to the membership for 
$11.00 per couple. They also originate 
jamborees where guests are invited 
from Montreal, Ottawa, Potsdam, 
Canton, etc. One of the member clubs 
of the small Frontier Folk Dance As­
sociation, which is in existence in this 
area, gives exhibitions at Syracuse 
where there are a great many clubs 
from all over New York State repre­
sented.
One of the callers, Harvey Day, is 
from the W est and one of the local 
callers, Howard Smith, travels each 
year extensively in the South where 
he contacts a great many of the lead­
ing square dance callers and teachers, 
as well as dancing at the National 
Jamborees.
I can’t help but feel that most of 
the troubles which are plaguing the 
square and folk dances of the country 
must be due to poor leadership be­
cause in all of the clubs in this region, 
there is no need for trouble-shooting 
clinics or any other kind of problem. 
They dance purely for enjoyment and 
friendsnhip and a newcomer feels as 
though he were an old member after 
the first dance.
I have never seen any movement 
which is more social, democratic, 
(Continued on Page 28)
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Social Dancing in America
A history by Rod La Farge
W e should not neglect to mention 
at this point the influence of an or­
ganization only vaguely known to city 
dwellers, but one of the strongest insti­
tutions in many rural areas, the Pa­
trons of Husbandry. More usually 
referred to as "T he Grange," this is 
America’s oldest and largest farm 
organization; the only rural fraternity 
in the world. Organized in 1867, it 
proved so popular among the farm 
dwellers, that by 1875 it was establish­
ed on a state basis in 36 of the 39 
states which then comprised the 
Union, together with the Territory of 
Colorado. At that time the group 
boasted of over 850,000 paid up 
members.
The Grange is a genuine community 
institution, cooperating with schools, 
churches, farm youth groups and other 
institutions that form a part of rural 
life. The Patrons of Husbandry were 
chiefly responsible for the introduc­
tion of such innovations as rural mail 
delivery, parcel post, pure food laws, 
agricultural colleges, farm coopera­
tives, better roads, and many other 
things that improved the lot of the 
farmer.
Obviously the Grange was (and still 
is) a potent factor in rural life; the 
local Grange Hall was the center of 
recreation and social activity in hun­
dreds of farm districts. Being a "prac­
tical", rather than a religious, organi­
zation, the Grange escaped many of 
the prejudices and social quirks that 
crop up in groups that use theology 
as a guide to social activity. I f  any one 
organization should be given credit 
for preserving square dancing as a live 
recreation rather than a dusty museum 
piece "revived" by some folklore 
group, this credit should be given to 
the country’s nearly 8,000 Granges 
where the Saturday night square dance
continued to flourish as a bright spot 
alleviating the loneliness of farm life 
in thinly settled locations and com­
prising the chief social activity even 
in semi-urban areas.
That city dance styles had some in­
fluence in rural communities is readily 
apparent; however the innate con­
servatism of the farm dweller rendered 
the infiltration slow and insured the 
preserving of older forms. The reverse 
process (rural dances bding adopted by 
city folks) is usually credited to danc­
ing masters "discovering" these dances 
and "polishing them up" for urban 
consumption. Most writers have as­
sumed that the ruralite who migrated 
to the city was swallowed up with no 
influence on the urban absorbers. 
But there is one facet of American 
life that played a considerable part in 
bringing the "o ld " dances back to the 
city: the country vacation. This insti­
tution became popular with even the 
lower middle classes in the post-Civil 
W ar era as we may see from this 
extract from "Leslies" (August 19, 
1882) :
"O ne of the pleasantest of the ways 
of spending a Summer vacation is at 
the country boarding-houses for city 
visitors that have become so numerous 
in New England and the Middle States 
. . . Evening may not bring the oppor­
tunities for fashionable recreation 
which a Long Branch or Saratoga hotel 
offers its guests, but there are abund­
ant facilities for hearty enjoyment. No 
decorated ballroom, with polished 
floor, is available, nor is a famous 
orchestra to be procured, but the 
disciples of Terpsichore are not denied 
the pleasures of the dance. The ample 
floor of the large barn attached to the 
farmhouse, cleared of all incumbrances, 
supplies the place of the one, while a 
(Continued on Page 27)
















































A Swamp Country Dance
By H.H. ’ De' Harris, Itasca, Illinois
Several years ago my square dancing 
ventures took me deep into the swamp 
country south of Savannah, Georgia 
to witness and participate in what I 
thought was one of the most authentic 
bits of old time American square danc­
ing it has been my pleasure to observe. 
The clock turned back many, many 
years that evening to reconstruct a 
scene from out of the past. I was taken 
there by a young couple I met in 
Savannah, who were native to that 
country otherwise I am certain, being 
a stranger I would have never been 
allowed past the door.
The scene was a ghostly abandoned 
military air strip miles back in the 
pine woods in what used to be a mess 
hall. There were over one hundred 
couples dancing during each dance. 
The orchestra was everyone who could 
pick and fiddle in the whole darn 
county. There were only four dances 
all evening long. That is all the calls 
the Dean of the Callers knew, which 
he had learned from his grand-pappy. 
There were many callers there I was 
informed.
A single dance would go like this; 
The orchestra would give a fanfare, 
the couples would quickly assemble 
on the floor in one big circle with the 
Caller at the head of the circle, his 
back to the orchestra. W hen all were 
on the floor in position the Caller 
would quickly walk around the circle 
pointing to each couple in turn saying 
"Y ou  go” and to the next "Y ou  stay” 
thus you knew if you were a visiting 
couple or a home couple. Back at the 
head of the circle the Caller would 
then shout out the dance to be done, 
the orchestra would take o ff and so 
would the dancers. The Caller and his 
partner were the first visiting couple. 
They would do the figure with every 
home couple on the floor. W hen the
caller had danced all the way around 
the circle and was back to home posi­
tion the dance was over. W ith one 
hundred couples on the floor this 
meant fifty changes of the dance.
The high point of the evening came 
when the Caller shouted out "T he 
Georgia Rang Tang.” They drew a 
great cheer from the crowd, most of 
whom were young people in their 
twenties. The Georgia Rang Tang I 
quickly learned was the same figure 
that I had known as the Four Hand 
Do-Ce-Do. The dance would go like 
this: You would lead out to the couple 
on your left and immediately go into 
the do-cedo. However after the sec­
ond left hand pivot with your partner 
she would go to the opposite gent and 
swing while you were swinging the 
opposite lady. After about three times 
around you would turn loose the girl 
you were swinging and collect your 
own partner and go on to the next 
couple. There was no soft swings or 
walk arounds at that dance. If  you 
tried it the girl would likely swing 
you off your feet.
How do you dance fifty changes of 
one dance? W ell frankly you don’t. 
You will dance eight or ten changes 
then meet a couple you know and by 
mutual consent both couples drop out 
and go out together to the "Pickup” 
to have a smoke and get "pumped up.” 
The general arrangement was this; 
Most of the dancers came in Pickup 
Trucks which on an average brought 
a party of six to eight dancers, a few 
assorted children sleeping in the hay 
in the back of the truck, a couple of 
hound dogs to guard the children and 
a couple of jugs of swamp dew locked 
up the in cab. After the "break”, if 
you were able, you and the other 
couple would go back, pick up the
Continued on page 26
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SQUARE DANCING
- Old Country Style
CU M BERLAN D  SQ U ARE
English
RECORD— Folkraft 1241
FO RM ATIO N — Square o f four couples.
STARTIN G  POSITION— Partners facing, 
both arms extended sideward with 
hands joined, OR, in ballroom dance 
position. Man’s Left and W om an’s 
Right foot free.
Measures I.
1- 4 HEAD COUPLES: SLIDE ACROSS. 
Head Couples change places with 
eight Slides, Men passing back to 
back.
5- 8 HEAD COUPLES: RETURN TO  
PLACE with eight Slides, W om en 
passing back to back.
1- 8 SIDE COUPLES. THE SAME. Re­
peat Measures 1-8.
II.
9-12 HEAD COUPLES: R IG H T-H A N D  
STAR with eight W alking steps.
13-16 HEAD COUPLES: LEFT-HAND
STAR to place with eight W alking 
steps.
9-16 SIDE COUPLES: THE SAME. Re­
peat Measures 9-16.
III.
1- 8 HEAD COUPLES: BASKET OR
PIVO T RIN G to left for sixteen 
counts. Men place arms around 
W om en’s waist in back and join both 
hands. W om en bring both arms 
around under M en’s arms and join 
hands in center or join both hands 
in center then raise arms over M en’s 
heads encircling their shoulders. A ll 
place Right foot forward in center 
and use Right foot as pivot while 
circling to the left.
1- 8 SIDE COUPLES: THE SAME. Re­
peat Measures 1-8.
IV.
9-16 CIRCLE LEFT. A ll join  hands and 
circle to the left with eight Polka 
steps or sixteen Skipping steps.
9-16 PROM ENADE Y O U R  PARTNERS. 
All promenade home with partners 
with eight Polka steps or sixteen 
W alking steps.
RETCHENKO
Russian Couple Dance or Mixer
FO RM ATIO N — Circle o f couples facing 
counter-clockwise. W om an on part­
ner’s right.
STARTIN G  POSITION— Partners facing. 
Man holds partner’s left hand in his 
right, with arms extended sideward; 
free outside hands on hips. Man’s 
Left and W om an’s Right foot free.
Measures I.
1- 2 ONE SIDE-STEP T O  M A N ’S LEFT 
then STEP-PIVOT, finishing BACK 
TO  BACK with partner. Starting 
with Man’s Left and W om an’s Right 
foot, progressing counter-clockwise, 
, Step to the side (count 1 and), then 
together (2 and); Step to the side 
(1 and), Swing joined, inside hands 
forward and pivot on outside foot, 
turning away to finish back to back 
with partner (2 and).
3- 4 T W O  SIDE-STEPS IN  BACK TO  
BACK P O S I T I O N ,  progressing 
counter - clockwise, starting with 
Man’s Right and W om an’s Left foot. 
D o  not transfer weight on last count, 
finishing with Man’s Left and W o ­
man’s Right foot free.
5- 6 ONE SIDE-STEP, IN  BACK TO  
BACK P O S I T I O N ,  progressing 
CLOCKWISE, then STEP-PIVOT, 
finishing FACE TO  FACE with part­
ner. Starting with Man’s Left and 
W om an’s Right foot, progressing 
clockwise in back to back position, 
Step to the side ( l  and), then to­
gether (2 and); Step to the side 
(1 and), Swing joined, inside hands 
backward and pivot on outside foot, 
turning toward partner to finish face 
to face (2 and).
7- 8 T W O  SIDE-STEPS TO  M A N ’S 
RIGHT, facing partner, progressing 
CLOCKWISE, starting with Man’s 
Right and W om an’s Left foot. D o 
not transfer weight on last count, 
finishing with Man’s Left and W o ­
man’s Right foot free.
II.
9-10 W O M A N  TURNS RIG H T UNDER 
M A N ’S RIG H T ARM , moving back­
ward, W IT H  T W O  POLKA STEPS, 
starting with hop on Left foot, while 
M A N  STAMPS, moving forward, 
three stamps to each measure.
Left, Right, Left, Pause; Right, Left,
1 and 2 and; 1 and 
Right, Pause.
2 and
11-12 BOTH STAMP THREE TIMES, 
quietly.
Continued on page 26
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HERE AND THERE
His many friends in the square 
dance world will be saddened by 
the news that Dr. Charles M. 
Underwood of Rockville Center, 
N . Y . passed away on the night 
o f November 24th. Probably 
the square dance world at large 
knows him best as the photog­
rapher who illustrated "E ight 
Yards of Calico" with the clever 
table-top set up of pipe cleaner 
figures; not all are aware that he 
was also the main-spring of Rock 
Candy Recordings.
"C harlie", as he was known to 
his wide circle of friends, de­
voted many hours to his hobby 
of dancing and was one of the 
most pleasant of the Long Island 
square dance enthusiasts, always 
willing to take on tasks for the 
betterment of the recreation; al­
ways unpretentious and unself­
ishly helpful to newcomers.
He will be sorely missed, but 
we may say that his work lives 
on: the records that he loved and 
were so much his handiwork . . . 
these were made for the happy 
dancing hours of others and not 
to gather dust. W e will remem­
ber "C harlie" whenever we play 
a Rock Candy Recording.
Harrisburg, Pa. Danceland Ranch 
(Route 15, 7 miles south of Harris- 
burgh; \ mile north of Pa. Turnpike 
Gettysburg interchange) will be the 
scene of a Caller’s Jamboree on Sun­
day, Jan. 25, from 3 to 10 P.M . All 
proceeds go to the March of Dimes. 
They hold square dances every Satur­
day night at this hall and the Ranch­
er’s SD Club is sponsoring a new 
beginners class there starting Jan. 21.
For info, phone Harrisburgh RE 7- 
9393.
Evansville, Ind. The Evansville Press 
sponsored a SD Festival for the Press 
Youth Fund in October. Results 950 
dancers on the floor, 3,000 spectators, 
$1,200 for the Youth Fund and an 
increase of interest in square dancing 
in that area.
South Dakota. The SD Federation Fall 
Fall Festival received a full page of 
photos and articles in the M itchell 
Daily Republic: may we point out 
again that your local paper can do a 
lot for square dancing in your area . . . 
if  you furnish the leads.
The Netherlands. The St. Helens 
Group, the St. Helens Square Dance 
Band and the Marlowe Scottish Danc­
ers recently put on a series of displays 
in various cities and towns in the 
Netherlands, with audiences ranging 
up to 25,000. W hile we are happy to 
report that their offerings were en­
thusiastically applauded (including a 
"sequence of fast W estern squares"), 
we think that something is badly 
askew with our American good will 
abroad programs when we must de­
pend on English dance groups to ex­
hibit American square dances in for­
eign countries. Can’t someone persuade 
the powers that be that square dancers 
will deliver much more of the flavor 
of America than ballet troups, opera 
singers and concert pianists whose of­
ferings are international? So far we 
have had Greek, Yugoslav, Balinese, 
Spanish, Scottish, Swedish, and Aus­
trian folk dance groups touring this 
country; this spring will see the Rus­
sian, Rumanian and Czech National 
Folk Dance Ensemblies in the U.S.A. 
In the meantime we have sent nary a 
single folk (square) dance group 
abroad, either on tour or to any of the 
big folk festivals in Europe, although
(N ext page, please)
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Now at our less-than-half-price sale everybody 
can afford a JENSEN diamond stylus for their
player. Protect your reco rd s outlasts other
types 15 to 1. For G.E. cartridge, list price $ 2 5  
per side: AMERICAN SQUARES special sale 
price $ 8 .0 0  per side. For most other cartridges, 
list $ 2 5  per side; our price $ 7 .5 0  per side.
AMERICAN SQUARES BOOK AND RECORD SHOP
a few individual callers and leaders 
have went on a circuit of established 
square and folk dance clubs in a few 
foreign countries.
National Convention. The publicity 
committee for the 7th National Square 
Dance Convention (Louisville, Ky., 
June 19-21 . . .  as if you didn’t know) 
is busy sending out plans and sugges­
tions for registering early, chartering 
buses and trains for groups . . . even 
offering souvenir ribbons for early 
registrants. Send all inquiries to P.O. 
Box 1553, Louisville, Ky.
Deadlines. W hile we were panting and 
scurrying in an effort to catch up to 
our publishing schedule (at one time 
we were nearly a month behind) we 
thought we had it tough with items 
arriving just too late for publication. 
Now that we are coming out on time 
we find ourselves in a real squeeze; it
seems as though half of the news sent 
in arrives the day after we have made 
the plates. W e hope that our contribu­
tors realize that a deadline is not an 
arbitrary gesture on our part, but the 
actual date on which we commit the 
issue to its final makeup. Puleeze re­
member our forms close the 10th of 
the month preceding the date of issue!
Ohio. Joe and Ginger Hritz have com­
piled a directory of square, round, old 
time and folk dance groups meeting 
in N.E. Ohio. They will be glad to 
send a free copy to anyone who has a 
use for the listing. W rite to them at 
3010 Victor St., Cleveland 27, Ohio.
New Jersey. The Garden State Coun­
try Dancers have received the official 
thanks of the cultural division of the 
Rumanian government for their work 
in presenting Rumanian folk dances to 
the public.
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Dear Sirs:
I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank you for the prompt service I 
received when I sent the record player 
back to you. The new one came in 
time for when I needed it and I ap­
preciate it very much that you sent a 
new one in place o f the other. The 
whole family gets a great deal of en­
joyment out of the record player and 
the square dance records I have pur­
chased have seen quite a bit of use 
just in the short time I have had them. 
Thank you again for the new record 
player and for your prompt service 
W hen I order records. It means a great 
deal to be able to get good records in 





I just returned from the Fontana 
Swap Shop and had a wonderful time 
but I wonder what has happened to 
the grand right and left in that area. 
It seems that when you meet your 
pardner you take her hand and both of 
you paw the floor three or four times 
and kick high above your head; left to 
the next is normal but instead of a 
right to the next you take her by both 
hands in a butterfly position and do a 
balance of some kind. It seems that 
about one fourth of the dancers were 
doing this and the others were con­
fused every time they met someone 
who tried it. Do you know who started
this and why ? If  it is the latest thing 
in square dancing I hope it doesn’t 
find its way to the west coast cause 
if  it does I am going to take up ballet. 
W ally Carroll 
1907 E. 30th St. #103 
Oakland 2, Calif.
Here in Jersey the "Grange H all" 
dancers (not the club dancers) are 
often reproached for turning the girls 
under their arms in the grand right 
and left; I finally decided that this 
was a relic of the old "grand alle- 
mande" . . . they have indulged in  
this item as long as the oldest "old 
timer" can recall and it does have a 
historical background. But from 
whence came the maneuver you de­
scribe, I can’t imagine . . . sounds like 
some dancers have their rounds and 
squares scrambled. Any of our readers 
know about this what-not?
Dear Frank and Helen:
Thanks a million for the books. 
W hile I ’m saving the "study" of these 
books for the forthcoming trip, which 
will be underway when you get this, 
my quick perusal last night indicated 
that Square Dancing has either come 
or gone a long way since 1940. I ’m 
very pleased with most of these books, 
and at the risk of sounding like a 
sophomoric amateur, I propose to 
purchase and read a few more of the 
books on your book list until I ’m 
satisfied I know something about the 
basic fundamentals of square dancing.
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Has Square Dancing come or gone? 
It isn’t sufficient we have two ladies 
chain, four ladies chain, three ladies 
chain, ladies three-quarters chain, but 
we have the daisy chain, the devil’s 
chain, the dixie chain, the dusey chain, 
the dusey dixie chain, the all eight 
chain, now we got chain the rim and 
chain eight thru. (Despite Mr. 
Gotcher and Mr. Epperson that latter 
ain’t new— see "Sq. ’n Rn.” October 
1957— it’s not a durn thing but Right 
& Left Eight which I ’ve been doing 
for at least seven years.) W here, sir, 
do we go from here? Maybe some 
capable writer for American Squares 
could analyze all of these chains and 
other new movements, and tell us—  
w hither!
W . Joseph Bray,
Falls Church, Va.
Dear Frank:
I enjoy the "American Squares 
Magazine’’ very much and find that 
the "Grab Bag Pickins” are very help­
ful to me in recreation program. I also 
like the "Here and There’’ news, as I 
like to know the Square Dance News 
of other cities. I am enclosing check 
for a year’s subscription.
I appreciate the notice you gave the 
Miami YW C A  about the Square 
Dance Cruise February 21, with 
Johnny LeClair calling. I have had 
many inquiries, and they were from 
subscribers of your magazine.
Best wishes for a happy holiday 
season and best of luck for 1958.
Helen Neilson
Gentlemen:
Thanks for the super-service on re­
placing the broken idler wheel for my 
Bogen. A lot of my dancers would 
certainly have been disappointed had 





. . . W e have been plenty busy all 
year, and our square dance picture here 
is great. Lots of new people coming 
into beginner classes all over the area. 
Last night was graduation time for 
eighteen sets at the Eagle Vista Play­
ground in Eagle Rock and several 
callers each called a tip for the group. 
The class was sponsored by our Los 
Angeles area association of Square 
Dance Clubs and each caller on the 
program had previously taught one 
night of the 31-week course . . .
Squarely yours,
Jonesy
"Dance quietly, from the hips 
downward. Do not jump, caper, or 
sway your body.’’
Hillgrove’s Ball Room Guide, 1865
Hollywood Records
12" U N B R E A K A B L E  LP 'S 33 rpm
LPH-21— Jerry Helt Calling 10 §  
square dances.
LPH-109— Bill W iley calling 11 
square dances.
Both of these square dance album s 
contain excellent beginner m aterial 
and an o ccasional challenge for 
upper-level square dancers.
LPH-23 —  Cha-Cha-Chas and 
Merengues by Pupi Cam po  
LPH-24— 18 Mambos by Migue- 
leto.
LPH-121 —  A  complete dance 
program, Fox-trot, Polka, 
Waltz, etc., etc., featuring 
Vic Damone and Lanny Ross.
These five 12" LP's were originally  
published at $3.98 each. A ll five, in a 
special com bination deal, $7.50 plus 
24c postage anywhere in the U. S. 
Can ad ian  shipments— $1.00 for postage.
American Squares !
B O O K  A N D  R EC O R D  SH O P  {
1159 B R O A D  ST., N E W A R K  2, N. J. *
i KHKKKHKJ<HKH5-a<HKHKHKH2 OWO-]
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WHAT IS RECREATION ?
By Aruld Olson, Moline, Illinois
As one walks down any street in any 
town, village, or hamlet in the United 
States, he sees signs reading RECREA­
TIO N , R EC REA TIO N  HALL, or, 
perhaps, R EC REA TIO N  PARLOR.
Upon entering to find out just what 
kind of recreation is offered, one 
finds people sitting on stools drinking 
liquid. (The only form of recreation 
derived from this is the exercise of 
the right arm lifting the glass from 
the bar to the mouth.) This is a far 
cry from the real meaning of the 
word recreation.
The word recreation has many con­
notations. To some the term recreation 
is depicted in the above photo of a 
"recreation hall.” To others recreation 
and square dancing are synonymous. 
Many definitions of recreation are too 
general or too limited in scope.
A broadly acceptable definition of 
recreation is given by John L. Hutch­
inson in his book "Principles of Re­
creation.” According to him recreation 
is "a worth-while, socially acceptable 
leisure experience providing imme­
diate and inherent satisfactions to the 
individual who voluntarily participates 
in an activity.”
Is square dancing recreation ? Y ou’ll 
probably answer, "O f course it is.” 
Yet at a local callers meeting one of 
the members made the statement, " I ’m 
not interested in recreation. I just want 
to call square dances.” Needless to 
say, this type of caller cannot see the 
woods for the trees.
There are some square dancers who 
believe that the type of activity dis­
cussed in the second paragraph is 
recreation. It would be stupid and 
naive to say that all square dancers do 
not drink. However, it is this writer’s 
opinion that excessive drinking is not 
a part of square dancing. The drunken 
brawl type of square dance went out 
of style years ago.
Square dancing is by no means the 
only recreation. Recreation can include 
sports, hobbies, drama, music, and 
many other fields. W hat is recreation 
for one person may be a chore for 
another. Recreation is for every age 
and every race.
Square dancing is by no means a 
cure-all. It will not help to solve inter­
national conflicts or lessen domestic 
tensions. It will not make the world 
an ideal place to live. Nor are square 
dancers or callers in a position to 
rock the world.
Square dancing is a part of America. 
It is a form of active participation 
recreation that can be enjoyed by 
young and old, rich and poor. It offers 
a form of recreation that is active, fun, 
and democratic.
Square dancing will continue to 
grow as long as those taking part in 
it are dancing for recreation and not 
to out-do or show-up the Joneses. 
When square dancing ceases to be 
recreation, square dancing will cease.
The next time you go square danc­
ing ask yourself, "Is this recreation?"
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PEOPLE WORTH KNOWING
Ed Kremers
Few of us are busier than Edward 
Louis Kremers (once Kremmers) of 
San Francisco. Two or three days a 
week he’s a relief teacher of social 
studies in the public schools; late 
afternoons— and other days— he’s at 
his record and book shop. Some two 
evenings a week he calls one-nite 
stands on two others teaches at a ball­
room studio.
At each of the California institutes 
— Stockton, Idyllwild and Santa Bar­
bara— Ed is not only merchant and 
faculty member but also scholar of the 
various ethnic representatives. New 
friends of Ed are agape if not aghast 
to learn that he enjoys all forms of 
recreational dancing— from composed 
round and fox trot to square and kolo.
"U ntil 1940, says Ed, " I  was a prac­
ticing Certified Public Accountant in 
Portland, Oregon. My first adventure 
in square and other folk dancing came 
two years later, in Berkeley, California. 
In a week’s time I decided, ’This is for 
me’ and also, 'People need this.’ ”
In May, 1942 Ed became active in 
the Folk Dance Federation of Califor­
nia, formed in that month. He was the 
Federation’s second President ( 1943- 
44) ;  then and since he has quietly 
donated countless hours of service to 
its committees. Until 1952 Ed’s shop 
was headquarters of the Federation—  
which now has its own office, operated 
four hours a day by a stenographer.
Ed is the dean of American merch­
ants specializing in recordings for folk 
dancers. In September 1946, after m ili­
tary service, he opened the same shop 
in O ’Farrell Street which is today 
staffed by four leaders of dancing. He 
says, "For the first two years my 
problem was not selling but buying; 
indeed, dancers slightly remodeled 
several routines to fit the few records 
available. I convinced some small 
publishers that there was a market for 
folk dance music; larger firms then 
climbed aboard; now, new producers 
specialize in folk music, some in only 
one or two ethnic traditions.”
Ed’s monthly Folk and Square 
Dance Bulletin includes an exhaustive 
national calendar of events and a col­
umn of counsel useful to dancers and 
leaders.
Perhaps Ed’s view of the "state of 
the hobby” is valid east of the Rockies 
as well as west of them: "As in other 
activities, the articulate dominate. And 
articulate folk dancers are new-ma­
terial-happy; they seek 'new’ floor 
patterns before learning to savor the 
ones they 'know’— in terms of the 
technique, the perspiration and the 
company.”
In 1945 Kremers first danced with 
ornamental Shirlie Taverner; they 
were married in 1947. Their daughter 
Priscilla is 9, son "Eddie Jr .”, 6.
V ERN  STEENSLAND
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Windsor Records, 78 rpm Price $1.45
#7161 Honeycomb (128)//Instrumental 
Square Dance with Calls by Bruce Johnson
As mentioned last month, this has turned out to be a great hit. It is a 
wonderful recording, probably the best that Bruce Johnson has ever 
made.
#7462 Trade Winds (130)//Southern Quadrille (130)
Square Dance with Calls by Don Armstrong
Don Armstrong's fans will probably like this very much.
#7162 Instrumental of #7462 
MacGregor Records, 78 rpm Price $1.25
#800 Rosie's Gone Again (130)//High Society (130)
Square Dance with Calls by Jerry Helt
Jerry Helt does a sensational job of calling a very useful mixer and a 
nice square. High Society might well become a hit.
#799 Instrumental of #800.
#802 Ridin' Down the Canyon (132)//Just Couldn't Say Goodbye (132) 
Square Dance with Calls by Bob Van Antwerp
Bob Van Antwerp calls a  couple of red-hot California items in the latest 
hot-cha singing-call style. Good material for club dancers.
#801 Instrumental of #802 
Sets in Order Records, 78 rpm Price $1.25
#1103 She Belongs to Me (128)//Please Don't Talk (128)
Square Dance with Calls by Bob Ruff
Bob Ruff sings a  couple of high-level numbers.
#2106 Instrumental of #1103 Price $1.45
This is an excellent recording with fine qualify. Both sides would be
much more useful with simple dances. The club-dance market is
developing into a field of its own. Companies are now making records 
just for this market.
Western Jubilee Records, 78 rpm Price $1.25
#548 Let's Get Together (126)//Instrumental 
Square Dance with Calls by Mike Michele
Mike Michele, well-known crooner from Phoenix, Arizona, recorded this
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one. We find the diction very poor and the calls improperly delivered. 
Upon examining the instructions we found that the call was badly 
written. The instrumental on the flip side, however, is excellent.
Dash Records, 78 rpm Price $1.45
#2504 Tennessee Two-Step//Make Believe Two-Step 
Round Dance played by Schroeder's Playboys//The Dashers
This recording is a  very inferior copy of the Columbia record of the 
same name. The record is peculiar in that it was recorded by two 
orchestras, one on each side. The "B" side, "Make Believe Two-Step" 
is a  sensationally good recording of "I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and 
Write Myself a  Letter.' It is a first class fox-trot recording.
Sunny Hills Records, 78 rpm Price $1.25
#130 Around the World//Laughing Dancers 
Round Dance played by Jack Barbour and his Rhythm Rustlers
Sunny Hills has another tremendous hit on their hands! The music of 
the tune called "Laughing Dancers" is lifted bodily out of the realm of 
European folk dance music. It is a  terrific recording and we will go out 
on a limb in our forecast that this is going to become a bigger hit than 
anythin published on Sunny Hills. It is in the same idiom as "Happy 
Polka" on the same label. "Around the World" is a top-quality waltz 
recording. The routine given for this dance is simple enough for any 
one who has learned to waltz, to do well.
Hoedown Records, 10 inch plastic, 78 rpm Price $1.25
#708 Let's All Square Dance lust For Fun ( )//Instrumental 
Square Dance With Singing Calls by Dr. Bill Price
I still don't like Dr. Price on records. In spite of his beautiful personality 
and delightful expansiveness when you meet him personally, he just 
doesn't record well. So please, Dr. Price, take the advice of the title of 
the record—Let's All Square Dance Just for Fun!
#709 Robinhood ( )//Instrumental ( )
Square Dance with Singing Calls by Dr. Bill Price
The instrumental of this may be useful, but in the opinion of the reviewer 
it's a rather poor tune for square dancing and the call written to it is 
definitely amateurish.
I THIS IS THE BEST RECORD OF THE MONTH! 
JANUARY, 1958
Old Timer Records, 78 rpm
#8126 Dream on//Instrumental
Price $1.25
Square Dance With Calls by Johnny Schultz
*#♦
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G R A B  B A G
TAKE YOUR PICK OF THESE SQUARES AND ROUNDS
OPPOSITE SIX THE SAME
Record: Folkraft 1320.
"W hen the Work's All Done" 
First couple to the right and circle 
four around 
Leave the lady standing there then 
circle three around 
Take the girl along with you and circle 
four hands round 
Leave her there, the gent goes home 
and all walk up and down 
The head two gents with Right hands 
The opposite six the same 
The same two gents, it's Left hands 
The opposite six the same.
The head two gents, they do-sa-do 
The opposite six the same 
All go home and swing your partner 
Promenade the ring.
This is a simplei little version for "one 
night stands."
DIAMOND SHUFFLE
Head two gents and your corner maid 
Forward up and back 
Forward again turn right hand lady 
Right hand round 
Partner left
Same four star right once around 
Skip your partner turn next like arky 
allemande 
Right and left to an arky thar 
Head gents side girl in RH  star 
Throw in the clutch and . . . twice . . . 
Turn next like allemande thar 
Rim (from prev. star) back up in a RH  
star
Shoot that star just halfway round 
Pass by one (man pass man, woman 
pass woman)
Swing the next 
Allemande left.
W agon  wheel star prom.
Spread star out wide
N o 1 lady turn inside (when call side 
use #3 W )
Inside out circle sunnyside out 
Break with the right turn left lady under 
Swing partner.
LADIES SURPRISE
By Marty Winter 
One and Three up to the middle and 
back again 
Forward again— swap and swing and 
face the sides 
Now split that couple go round one 
to a line of four 
Forward eight and back I say— Girls to 
the right with a half sashay 
Now up to the middle and back that 
way—
Forward again— go right and left thru 
— turn around and pass thru 
Turn left go  single file it's a left star 
you spin it awhile 
Now right hand star the other way 
back make those feet go whickity 
whack
Girls reach back with your left hand 
and here we go  
Break it all up Do Paso—  it's her with 
the left and corner one right 
Partner left like an Allemande Thar, the 
G IR LS  back up in a right hand star 
Throw in the clutch and put her in low 
— it's twice around on heel and toe 
Now meet this man for a left Alle­
mande— here we go for a right 
and left grand.
HASHIN' UP THE PASS THRU
By Ange Dalessio 
Cleveland, Ohio 
First and third bow and swing 
Around and around with the pretty 
little thing
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G o  up to the center and back to the 
ring
Then pass thru, gent turn back 
Follow that girl right around one 
Into the center, chain the girls and turn 
'em boys 
Then pass thru, gent turn back 
Follow that girl right around one 
Into the center chain the girls and 
turn 'em boys 
*Then cross trail and allemande left etc. 
From * the following can be used: 
Then pass thru, separate go  around one 
Into the middle, pass thru, allemande 
left etc.
O r—
Then cross trail, go around one 
Into the middle, box the gnat 
Then pull 'em back, left allemande etc.
MOFFITT'S MANEUVERS
By Max Moffitt, Jerome, Idaho 
First and third with a half sashay 
Into the middle and back that way 
G o  forward again and box the gnat 
Pass thru the other way back 
Gonna split the ring go around one 
Put the lady in the lead for a dixie
chain
Lady goes left, Gent goes right 
Around one don't take all night 
Down the middle, dixie chain 
Lady goes right, Gent goes Left 
Around one and line up four 
G o  forward eight and back with you 
Center four go Square thru 
It s Right, Left, Right, Left, you do 
Separate go around two 
Now down the center, Cross trail 
Left Allemande . . .
BREAK
By Al Oxbum 
Chula Vista, California 
Allemande left hold on tight 
Catch your partner by the right 
Balance in, balance out 
Swing with the right half about 
Balance near, balance far 
Swing with the right— wrong way thar 
Back up boys, left hand star
Shoot that star with a right hand swing 
Allemande left on the corner of the 
ring
G o  right— then left 
Swing all the way around for an 
Alamo Style 
Right to the next girl, balance awhile 
Balance in, balance out 
Swing with the right half about 
Balance near, balance far 
Swing with the left, allemande thar 
Back up gents in a right hand star 
Shoot that star, find your own 
Promenade your lady home.
JUST BREAKS
By Les Gotcher 
First and third a half sashay 
Up to the center and back that way 
Forward again and cross trail thru 
Around just one, you're still not thru 
Circle in the middle, that's what you do 
Make a full turn and hear me shout
(Continued on page 20)











Available 45 & 78 rpm
Western Jubilee Record 
Company
3703 North 7th St. Phoenix, Arizona
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California twirl and face right out 
Allemande left with your left hand 
Here we go, right and left grand.
One and three a right and left thru 
Two and four a right and left thru 
One and three a half sashay 
Up to the middle, back that way 
Forward again and cross trail thru 
Up the outside and go around two 
Catch right on that's what you do 
S o  forward eight and back with you 
G o  forward again and pass on thru 
Arch in the middle the ends turn in 
Courtesy turn your ladies men 
Allemande left with your left hand 
Here we go, right and left grand.
Side ladies chain across the way 
Turn 'em twice, don't take all day 
Same two couples bow and swing 
Lead on out to the right of the ring 
Circle half and don't you blunder 
Inside arch, the outside under 
Circle four in the middle of the floor 
A  full turn around and then no more 
Same two couples pass on thru 
Right and left thru with the outside two 
Turn your girl and look out Jack 
Cross trail thru and U turn back 
Allemande left with your left hand 
Here we go, right and left grand.
HONEYCOMB
(An Original by Paul Hunt) 
Introduction:
Bow to your partner, take a little while 
Bow to your corner, give her a smile 
Walk right by that corner sweet - swing 
the next you meet.
Allemande left, right where you be 
G o  right and left and turn back three 
It's right-left-right and then you're 
through 
She's the one for you.
Box the gnat with the one you find 
there
Step right up and swing.
She's a hank of hair and a bit-a-bone 
But you Promenade with Honeycomb. 
Honeycomb won't you be my baby? 





#798 "Rosie's Gone Again " 
"H igh  Society"
(W ith  ca ll by Je rry  H e lt)
#799 Same as #798
(W ith o u t calls)
BOB VAN ANTWERP
#802 "Ridin' Down the Canyon" 
"Just Couldn't Say Goodbye"
(W ith  ca ll by Bob Van Antw erp)
#801 Same as #802
(W ith o u t calls)
Fenton "Jonesy" Jones
#804 "You Are M y  Sunshine" 
"Shoo-Fly"
(W ith  ca lls by "Jo n e sy")
#803 Same as #804
(W ith o u t calls)
#806 "I Don't Care If The Sun 
Don't Shine"
"Poor Boy"
(W ith  call by "Jo n e sy")
#805 Same as #806
(W ith o u t calls)
MacGregor Records
729 S. Western Avenue 
Also available on 45 RPM  
Los Angeles, California
v
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' 4}46 E. BEATRIX *
Bob Graham’s first recording, also 
his own Original Call of "H ILL­
BILLY FEVER.” You will enjoy 
this fine, smooth quality calling by 
Bob as he calls this well-timed, 
easy dance. Ask for it on Bel-Mar 
#5005 (Flip instrumental).
If these records are not available at your distributor 
Q*r or dealer, write directly to Bel-Mar, or to Old timer 
 ̂^  Distributing Co., 3703 N. 7th St., Pnoenix, Arizona.
B e l - M a r  4146 Ea st Be atrice, P h o e n i x ,  A r i z o n a
Here's wishing you
A H A P P Y  NEW YEAR O F  D A N C IN G
Thank you for your patronage 
Old Timer Record Company
Western Jubilee Record Company
3703 N. 7th St., Phoenix, Arizona
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(Continued from Page 20)
It's a darn good dance when you swing 
and prance with Honeycomb.
FIGURE:
The head two couples right and left 
through
Side couples right and left through 
Heads up center and back like that 
Forward, box the gnat.
Well, split your corners - go around one 
Line up four, let's have a little fun 
Center four do a half-sashay 
Eight pass through that way 
Allemande left with the one you find 
there
Right hand to your own.
Hand over hand go 'round the ring 
Meet Honeycomb with a right hand 
swing.
Box the flea with the corner lady 
Promenade her home.






By Al Gottlieb 
North Hollywood, Calif.
First and third you bow and swing 
Side ladies chain across the ring 
Head two couples lead to the right 
Circle four, don't take all night 
Head gents break and form two lines 
Forward and back, you're doing fine 
Now bend the line and pass thru 
Face your partner, right and left thru 
Inside arch and the outside under
(Continued on Page 22)
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New “Up-To-Date” MASTER RECORD SERVICE CATALOG
Square and Round Dance Records classified alphabetically so that you can select 
the records you want right now. Albums, Stationery, Dancing Slippers. P. A. Sys­
tems. Books, Record Cases — plus many other items. Send for FREE copy today.
WE GUARANTEE SAFE, PROMPT DELIVERY' , • ■ . ..
• uu€ oive ^.,W G R « n  sTflm ps m
Mike Michele s T fa u te x "fc e c v u t
4133 NORTH 7th STREET PHONE CR 7-4531 PHOENIX, A R IZ O N A
"H om e of M ike Michele's Square Dance Barn"
A M E R I C A N  S Q U A R E S  w o u l d  l ike to give away 
to a d eserv ing  inst itut ion it s  co l le c t io n  of sam ple  and 
t e s t  r e c o r d s .  S q u a r e s ,  folk dances ,  songs e tc .  e tc .  If you 
will  re c o m m e n d  som e ch i ld ren s  home or hospita l  that 
can  not afford to  buy such i t e m s ,  we will  be glad to send 
th em  a package of th e s e  r e c o r d s  at our expense,, F 0 L ;  K.
(Continued from Page 21)
Circle in the middle, don’t you blunder 
All the way around and pass on thru 
Circle up four with the outside two 
Side gents break and form two lines 
Forward and back, you’re doing fine 
Bend the line and pass thru 
Face your partner, cross trail thru 
You turn back to a left allemande 
Here we go, right and left grand . . .
LEBANON MUDDLE
By M arty W inter
One and Three bow and swing, round 
and round with the pretty little 
thing
G o  up to the middle and back again—  
Forward again now pass through 
Separate around one to a line of four—  
G o  forward eight and back again 
Center two will cross trail— go round 
one— meet your lady box the gnat 
Now up to the middle and back like 
that.
Forward again turn opposite lady with 
the right hand round 
Partner left as you come down— Your 
Corners all right hand around
Partner left Box the Flea— Pull her by, 
Swing the next old Sweetie Pie 
Allemande left but only one— walk 
right by the one you swung 
And promenade with your honey bun.
KIAMINSI KAPER
(Lew Grieve, Wilmington, Del., 1957) 
One and three you swing and sway 
G o  up to the center and back that way 
Pass right through and turn in stride 
Box the gnat and face the side 
Box the gnat with opposite lady.
Split that couple go around just one 
G o  forward eight and eight fall back 
Center four forward turn back to back 
Circle to the right around like that 
Once around the ring you go 
Meet your corner with the left hand 
do paso
Turn once and a half new corner with 
the right hand 
Partner by the left and promenade her
New partner is original corner.
Note: Lew lives in the Kiaminsi G a r­
dens section of Wilmington, hence the 
title.
(Continued on Page 24)
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(Flip side) is the new release by
Another smash original singing call by Johnny. Jerry 
Jacka Trio provides that good square dance music as 
usual. Available 78 or 45 rpm.
COMPANY
3703 North 7th Street Phoenix, Arizona
THE CONTR A S  A R E C O M IN G !
One o f the most striking features of recent square 
dance conventions has been the phenomenal rise 
of interest in contra dances. Don’t get caught 
behind the trend . . . send now for your copy o f
THE CONTRA BOOK
by Holden, Kaltman and Kulbitsky. The largest 
collection o f contra dances (way over 100) ever 
published, complete with instructions, teaching 
aids, bibliography and cross indexing. Spiral 
bound $3.50; hard cover $4.50. Order direct from 




















! ®  Coon Dog
Black Mountain 





By Joe Lewis 
Record: J Bar L No. 112 
F IGURE: (Each line requires eight 
beats of the music.)
Head gents honor your own, go right 
and left through 
Come back to the center and do-ci-do 
Turn to the side star by the right now 
into the center you glide 
(Ones and threes come to the center 
for the next star)
Star by the left go once around the 
gent leads through the side
(Lady follow the gent in front through 
the couple only)
The gent go right the lady go wrong 
and left hand turn your own
(You're at home now)
Your corner lady you prom-e-nade 
If she's a dream right out of the blue, 
just the girl for you 
You can bet her name is Linda Sue. 
BREAK A N D  E N D IN G :
Allemande left and weave the ring 
until you meet your pet 
Box the gnat and leave her on your left 
Head couples separate go around the 
outside floor 
(Gent right, lady left)
Box the gnat back right up and make 
a line of four 
(The box the gnat is at home)
Forward eight and back with you, for­
ward again and you pass through 
Turn to the left go single file 
(The man's present partner is now in 
front of him.)
The lady move back, the gent move up 
and make it two by two
(Just give him some room on the inside) 
Wouldn't you like some company 
Linda Sue.
NOTES:
The music has a tag at the very end, 
use the words:
Last line: Wouldn't you like some 
company
It's too good to be true 
I have finally found Miss Linda Sue.
Next page please






Meirbach Record Service, Box 7308, 323 W. 14th St., Houston, Texas
STEEL GUITAR RAG
(Revised)
By "D e "  Harris, Itasca, Illinois 
IN T R O D U C T IO N :
Honour your partner, give her a swing 
Sashay 'round the corner of the ring 
Four ladies star to your opposite man 
Star right back to your corner man 
Allemande left on the old left hand 
Here we go in a right and left grand 
Half way 'round the ring you go  
Meet your partner, do-ci-do 
Gonna take a walk with your pal 
Promenade that dear sweet gal, and 
Swing to that steel guitar rag. 
F IGURE:
Head couples bow, head couples swing 
Lead out to right of ring 
Two four hand stars with right hands 
crossed
Back with a left— now don't get lost 
Girls turn back and swing that man 
Just as handsome as you can 
Four hands up and 'round you go  
Break right in to a do-ce-do (Note 1) 
Just one change and home you go, to 
Swing to that steel guitar rag.
Note 1: The figure intended here is the 
FO U R  H A N D  D O -CE -D O , an authen­
tic American square dance figure not 
too well known. It is danced as follows: 
You are in a circle of four. Visiting 
couples circle half until your backs are
to the outside of the ring. Drop hands, 
go right and left through, turn to your 
partner, give left hands and pivot, as 
in an allemand left, a three quarter 
turn. (This is a figure eight pattern and 
you have now completed one half of it. 
If you are practicing this figure have 
the dancers freeze at this point until 
they comprehend the next movement.)
If each one is in proper place, the 
gents are approximately right shoulder 
to right shoulder and the ladies on the 
outside but turning in.
Gents pass right shoulder to right 
shoulder and reach behind the back of 
each other for the right hand of the 
opposite lady, having dropped hands 
with you rown partner.
Do a right hand pivot with your op ­
posite lady, once again reach behind 
the back of the opposite gent for the 
with your own partner.
Complete left hand pivot with part­
ner, then put her on your right, 
scamper home and swing? (Unless you 
are eight beats behind the Caller by 
now.)
"Innovations of any kind should 
never be attempted in the ball-room, 
such as introducing novel figures, or 
interfering with the movements of the 
dancers.”
Hillgrove’s Ball Room Guide, 1865
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Ed Gilmore and the Boom-Chuck Boys
CH A N G ES/BY  A N D  BY
SQ U ARE  D AN C E  G A LS/W A LK IN G  O N  D O W N
LADY BE G O O D / C O M IN G  A R O U N D  THE M O U N TA IN
W H ISPER ING/W E'VE G O T  RHYTHM
MINE, ALL M IN E/D A N C E  YO U R TROUBLES A W A Y
ALAMAR RECORDS
A l Brundage and the Funstitutors
W A S H IN ' DAY/M ISS M cLEOD 'S  REEL
BIRD C A G E  REEL/EIGHT BALL RILEY
W ED D IN G  BELLS/LIL OLE LO G  CABIN
OH! YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/YELLOW  ROSE O F TEXAS
BEST TH INGS IN LIFE/BOOM PS, A-TU LIP
SUNRISE CAPERS/FLO RAD O RA  (Rounds)
RANCH RECORDS
Doc Heimbach and the Ranch Hands
U NFO LD IN G  STAR/N O TH IN G  BUT LO V IN G
(C a lle d  version by Johnny Davis o f C ov in gto n , Ky.)
HI! NE IG H BO R/PRO M ENADE TO DIXIE 
R O C K IN G  THE PO LKA/H AREM -SQ U AREM
( f a t t e n
3942 West North Avenue Chicago 47, Illinois
Swamp Country
(Continued from  page 8) 
dance where you left o ff and continue 
on until the next break.
I do not wish to leave the impres­
sion that this was a drunken brawl; 
it was not. Everyone I met carried his 
liquor well and was polite, friendly 
and hospitable. Their clothes were 
not of the best and their hands were 
hard and calloused. I had the feeling 
they were a proud people who carried 
their heads high in the presence of 
a stranger. This was their big evening 
of the week or month as the case 
might be and they were enjoying it in 
their own fashion.
. . and some again, as being Old 
and Peevish, cavil at such Youthful 
Sports and Diversions in others.”
John Weaver, 1712
Old Country Squares
(Continued from  Page 9)
Stamp, Stamp; Pause, Stamp 
1 and 2 and 1 and 2 and
13-16 REPEAT pattern o f Measures 9-12, 
REVERSING DIRECTION, Man 
moving backward as W om an moves 




13-16 PROGRESS T O  THE LEFT TO  
N E W  PARTNERS. Partners release 
hands. W om an progresses to her left 
while turning with two Polka steps 
and Man progresses to his left while 
stamping, ending with three stamps, 
facing new partner.
Repeat entire dance with new part­
ner.
Dance descriptions by O LG A  KULBITSKY
Hunter College o f the City o f New Y ork
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LONG PLAY ING  RECORDS
ARE SWEEPING THE COUNTRY!
S.I.O. 4001 — “ SQ UARE D A N C E  PARTY" 
Calling by Lee Helsel 
14 dances in this album for a 
whole evening of dancing fun.
S.I.O. 4002 - “FOR THE STUDENT D A N C E R ” 
Calling by Bob Ruff 
Excellent material for beginner groups . . . 
with instructions.
S.I.O. 4003 —  “A  N IGHT AT R IN K Y D IN K S ’ 
Calling by Arnie Kronenberger 
A  real challenge for more experienced 
dancers. You’ll love it.
OUR NEWEST ROUND DANCE RELEASE
“AIN’T SHE SW EET?”
By Ruth a n d  D ud  G ra h a m  
of Castro  V a lle y , C a lifo r n ia
This is a real toe tapper and 
lots of fun— a simple routine 
you can learn in one session 
— and of course the tune is 
catchy . . .
“CANDLELIGHT WALTZ”
By G u s  & M arguerette Em pie  
of W ashing to n State
Remember this old fa vo rite ? 
W e d id n ’t want this beautiful 
waltz to be forgotten so we 
recorded it on Sets in O rd er.
R E C O R D S
As k for S . I . O .  # 3 1 0 3  a t yo ur dealers
DEALER & DISTRIBUTOR INQ UIR IES INVITED  
Write: Sets in Order Records, 462 North 
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, California
Social Dancing in America
(Continued 
brace of fiddlers fills the lack of the 
other. If, as is apt to be the case, the 
belles outnumber the beaux, some of 
the neighboring swains, their faces 
blushing with bashfulness, are im­
pressed into service. At last all is 
ready, the fiddlers start the merry 
strain, the dancers trip over the un­
waxed floor, and merriment reigns 
supreme. The novel ballroom, the 
rude illumination, the improvised
from Page 6)
orchestra, the interested spectators 
combine to make a setting as curious 
as it is unconventional.”
Apparently a taste of these rural 
revels developed an appetite for more; 
we find occasional mention in New 
York papers of the Gay 90’s and later 
of parties attending “barn dances” on 
Long Island or in New Jersey, and in 
the Newark (N . J .)  Daily Journal we
(N ext page, please)
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Social Dancing
Continued from page 27 
note that a local group imported a 
"country orchestra" for a barn dance 
( 1889). Many of the wealthy class 
who maintained country estates in 
New Jersey, Long Island and rural 
New York were also prone to tender­
ing "rustic balls" to their guests as a 
pleasant novelty.
The society dancing masters, on the 
whole, considered rustic dances as not 
even deserving of mention, although 
E. B. Reilley ("T h e  Amateur’s Vade- 
mecum," Philadelphia, 1870) tells us 
there are two types of balls; public 
and private, these being subdivided 
into "Bal Masque, Carnival, Fancy 
Dress, M ilitary Ball, Literary Ball, 
Rural Ball, Fireman’s Ball, Juvenile 
Ball, New Y ear’s Ball, Diplomatic 
Ball, etc." O f the Rural Ball he says: 
"A t most country balls the dances are 
few in number, simple in figures and 
old in fashion: as the country dances, 
the cotillion, plain quadrille, lancers, 
Virginia and other reels, with now and 
then an antique waltz, etc. though the 
polka and mazourka quadrilles are 
sometimes introduced, but seldom 
executed with success." The cotillion 
here referred to was of course the old 
"square dance" form ; later in his book 
the "G erm an" is described as a sepa­
rate entity.
Mr. Reilly, for a dancing master, 
was most open-minded; other masters 
of the 19th Century who left works 
behind, confined their mention of 
rural festivities to castigations of 
country manners and dance techniques.
(Continued next month)
A Voice
(Continued from  Page 5) 
friendly and valuable to the commu­
nity than the square dance movement 
in this area. I also feel that if  a census 
was taken in the country that you 
would find hundreds of clubs in ex­
actly the same condition.
CLASSIFIED JIDS
Books and Magazines
SETS IN ORDER, the national square 
dance magazine. $2.50 a year, or $3.70 for 
the special Caller’s Edition. Sets in Order: 
462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 
48, California.
BOW AND SWING. The magazine of Square 
Dancing in Florida. Published six times a 
year . . . featuring complete directory of 
clubs and open dances . . . official publica­
tion of callers and dancers groups . . . sub­
scription price $1.00 per year. BOW AND 
SWING, Box 891, Kissimmee, Florida.
THE FOLKLORIST incorporating THE 
FOLK DANCER and THE FOLK MUSICIAN 
& SINGER. Published in Manchester, Eng­
land. $1.50 per year (six issues). American 
subscription agent: Frank L. Kaltman 
1159 Broad St., Newark 2, N. J.
Equipment for Sale
NEWCOMB TR2SA and other Newcomb 
equipment now available at caller's discount 
Write for prices to Box 33, 1159 Broad St.. 
Newark 2, N.J.
WANTED
OLD BOOKS ON AMERICAN SQUARE 
DANCING; Jason DeVrie, Box 42, Ameri­
can Squares.
ORDER BY M AIL
All square, round, folk dance
Records and Books
Sound Equipment * Printing - Badges 
We pay postage - fast service
Write for free catalogs
s q u a r e  i^»
P.O. Box 302 Moline, 111.
giimmiimiimnmiiiiiiimmmmimiK 
CANADIANS
Order by M AIL from Canada’s 
leading folk dance supplier 
A ll makes o f records and 
books for square, round, 
folk and contra dances 
Subscriptions taken for
AMERICAN SQUARES
CP. 5?. K ennedy Co. Bid.
B ox 400 Brandon, Manitoba
^ III I I I I I I I IH IIIII I II I I I I II I I I I II I I I I II f lllll lll^
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Record Ho. 28846
Tennessee Wig-Walk Mixer
ST A R T IN G  POSITION: Man facing  LOD , (on in s ide) ,  
lady facing  RL O D  (on outside) .  R ight  hands 
joined in "p igeon wing" hold (elbows bent,  
hands pa lm  to pa lm ) .  Both  s t a r t  L F .
M E A S U R E S
1 - 2  P o in t  L F  a c r o s s  in f ront  of R F .  P o in t  L F  to 
s ide .  Step behind R F  with L F .  Step s i d e ­
wards to R with R F .  Step Fwd.  with L F .  
( P a r t n e r s  change hands a s  they p a s s  fa c e  to 
f a c e . )  Both  a r e  now in exchanged p l a c e s ,  but 
s t i l l  facing in the o r ig in a l  d i r e c t io n s .
3 - 4  R e p e a t  m e a s u r e s  1 -2 ,  s tart ing  with opposite 
foot and re turning  to o r ig in a l  p l a c e s .
5 - 6  S t i l l  holding RH g r a s p ,  run quickly around for 
a full  turn :  R ,  L ,  R ,  b ru sh  R F ;  L ,  R , L ,  b ru sh  
L F .  Both  a r e  again  in s tart ing  posi t ion .
7 - 8  R e l e a s e  p a r t n e r s  hand and run fo rw ard  to next 
p e r s o n  in c i r c l e  (L ,  R ,  L ) ; b ru sh  R F ,  nodding 
t o  th is  p e rs o n .  Run forw ard  to next  in c i r c l e  
( R , L , R ) ,  b r u s h  L F  and take  or ig ina l  s tart ing  
posit ion with th is  p e r s o n  a s  the new p a r t n e r .
AMERICAN SQUARES BOOK AND RECORD SHOP
CAN SH IP YOU R O RD ER TODAY
No m ailing or packing charge - 3 records m inim um  shipm ent
S q u a w  D r e s s e s
beautifully designed in Cotton Georgette and in Zuni
Also Available
• Nylon M arquisette Petlicoats
4 0  yards around bottom
• By the Yard
finest quality Cotton Georgette 
no-iron , semi-sheer Zuni Cloth 
im ported , ornamental Braids
Regular and 
Junior Sizes
Send 25<̂  for COM PLETE  
folder with illustrations, 
dress and yardage samples.
FR E E on request: Yardage 
samples only of Georgette, 
Zuni and Braids.
Dept. A
1405 Jewell Ave. Topeka, Kan.
COMING EVENTS
Jan. 11 Worcester, Mass. Memorial 
Audit. March of Dimes R&SD Jam­
boree.
Jan. 17-18 Tucson, Ariz. Exhibition 
Bldg., Pima Co. Fairgrounds. 10th 
Annual S. Ariz. SD Festival.
Jan. 18 Arden, Del. Guild Hall. SD 
Party.
Jan. 18 Wyckoff, N. J. Grange Hall.
Crinoline Ball.
Jan. 19 Fullerton, Calif. Sunny Hills 
Bam. Beginners’ SD Jamboree.
Jrn. 18 Anthony, Kan. School House.
NW District SD Festival.
Jan. 25 Ardmore, Okla. City Audit. So.
District March of Dimes SD.
Jan. 26 Camden, N. J. Naval Reserve 
Training Center, Memorial Blvd. 
Muscular Distrophy Benefit SD.
Jan. 26 Los Angeles, Calif. March of 
Dimes SD Jamboree.
Jan. 26 Glendale, Calif. Civic Audit.
FD Festival.
Jan. 31 Eagle Vista, Calif. SD Festival. 
Jan. 12 San Jose, Calif. Civic Audit.
FD Festival.
Feb. 1 Teaneck, N. J. Tall Cedars. Club 
dancers SD festival.
Feb. 8 Bakersfield, Calif. Harvey Audit.
FD Festival.
Feb. 14-15-16 Holtville, Calif. Annual 
Carrot Festival^
Feb. 15 Arden, Del. Guild Hall. SD 
Party.
Feb. 15 Wyekoff, N. J. Grange Hall. 
Zabawa Nadzwyczajna (Polish Fes­
tival).
Feb. 16 West Hollywood, Calif. SD
Festival.
Feb. 21-25 Miami, Fla. SD cruise to 
Havana.
Feb. 22 College Park, Md. U. of Md. 
Armory. 10th Annual Eb and Ely SD 
Jamboree.
Feb. 22 Savannah, Ga. First Savannah 
“ Square-Up.”
Feb. 23 Oakland, Calif. Civic Audit.
FD Festival.
Feb. 28 - Mar. 1 & 2 Fresno, Calif.
Memorial Audit. Squar-Rama.
Feb. 28-Mar. 1 Phoenix, Ariz. Valley of 
the Sun SD Fest.
March 8 Wyckoff, N. J. Grange Hall.
German Folk Night.
March 15 Sacramento, Calif. Governor’s 
Hall. FD Festival.
March 16 Sacramento, Calif. FD Fede­
ration Pageant.
March 22 Arden, Del. Guild Hall. SD 
Party.
March 22 Tulsa, Okla. Fair Grounds 
Arena. NE District SD Festival. 
March 22-23 Ojai, Calif. FD Festival. 
March 28-29 Fort Collins, Colo. Colo. 
State Univ. Aggie Haylofter 11th 
Annual SD Festival.
March 29 Wyckoff, N. J. Grange Hall.
Farmer’s SD Fest.
March 29 Ponca City, Okla. NC District 
SD Festival. Cocono Gym.
April 5 Ardmore, Okla. So. District SD 
Festival. City Audit.
April 11-12-13 Echo Lake Park, Pa. SD 
Holiday.
April 11-12-13 Anaheim, Calif. Disney­
land. State SD Convention.
April 12 Winnipeg, Canada. Weston 
School. 7th Spring SD Jamboree.
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" ^ P u t t L n  'o n  t f i z  "
A  N E W  S W IN G IN G  S IN G IN '  S Q U A R E  D A N C E  THAT IS A S  nostalgic as a
covered bridge . . . .  peppy as a high school baton twirler . . . .  refreshing as water  
from a mountain spring . . . .  cute as a new grandch ild  . . . .  full of rhythm as a 
drum corps . . . .  enjoyable as a d a y  off from work ! !
W indsor 's  new and  up-coming recording artist, A L  B R U N D A G E ,  does a real 
stylish job of hand ing  out the calls on this one and  he also wrote the dance.
Every bit as lovable and  old-timey is the back ing side of this double-barrelled  
release—
" B L U E  E Y E S "
LOU H ILD EB R A N D  of Hyattsville, Md., composed the simple but satisfy ing dance  
to this solid old tune and Al B rundage 's  w arb l in g  tops off a perfect combination  
of music, dance and  calling. M U S IC  IN HI-FI BY THE S U N D O W N E R S  B A N D ,
No. 7463 (with calls) No. 7163 (instrumental)
Hey! The sweetest bit of candy  on the counter is—
" H O N E Y C O M B "
O n ly  one month old and  setting new records for s ing ing  squares. BRUCE  
J O H N S O N  colossally calls it, The Sundow ners  Band  reverently renders the music. 
There's only one word that describes it . . .  . TERRIFIC!
AMERICAN SQUARES
1159 Broad Street 
Newark 2, New Jersey
P O S T M A S T E R
This is SECOND-CLASS 
matter; if undeliverable re­








With each Bogen 
VP17 and VP17X 
sold during January 
we will furnish 
free of charge  





V P 1 7 .........................$131.00
V P 1 7 X .......................$145.00
Tax Included 
F o b  - Newark, N. J.
VP17X
